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In China's current practice of tax administration, tax authorities put their main
management strength around taxpayer with perfect financial accounting system of
enterprises .although the Small business operator is also an important participant of
economic activity, but always play a tiny role in of our country’s tax
revenue .meanwhile, the management power from the tax department on this group of
taxpayer has been weak. As China economic growth become more and more slowly,
the profitability of many large enterprises gradually decline, the impact of the tax
burden on the development of enterprises is becoming more and more obvious.
Because they are no effective tax management on this group. Most Small business
operator are still free.so the review the tax management issues of Small business
operator have a certain value.
This article from the situation of the Small business operator tax management ,
with analysis the main problem difficulties and causes,of current Small business
operator tax collection and management.and put forward the corresponding
countermeasures. Focus on finding out the legal and practical causes of the problem,
focusing on the fundamental solution to the problem. At the same time, it puts
forward some suggestions on the existing problems in the actual tax collection and
management, and puts forward the feasible ideas and methods. The first part is the
introduction;The second part is the overview of the tax management system,
introduces the foreign tax presumption system and main methods; the third part is the
social survey on the tax-management situation of small business owners, analysis the
main problems and their causes; The fourth part is the analysis of the influencing
factors of the tax revenue of small business owners , find out the main factors. The
fifth part is to improvement suggestion. On the one hand, make a new improvement
on the basis of the existing system and improve, another finding the reason of the
problem, trying to find the best solution , to provide a useful reference in order to
solve the current problem of tax-management of Small business operator approved in
China.
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第 2 章 个体工商户核定征税制度概述
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